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Histone variants are non-allelic protein isoforms that play key roles in diversifying chromatin structure. The known
number of such variants has greatly increased in recent years, but the lack of naming conventions for them has led
to a variety of naming styles, multiple synonyms and misleading homographs that obscure variant relationships and
complicate database searches. We propose here a unified nomenclature for variants of all five classes of histones
that uses consistent but flexible naming conventions to produce names that are informative and readily searchable.
The nomenclature builds on historical usage and incorporates phylogenetic relationships, which are strong
predictors of structure and function. A key feature is the consistent use of punctuation to represent phylogenetic
divergence, making explicit the relationships among variant subtypes that have previously been implicit or unclear.
We recommend that by default new histone variants be named with organism-specific paralog-number suffixes that
lack phylogenetic implication, while letter suffixes be reserved for structurally distinct clades of variants. For clarity
and searchability, we encourage the use of descriptors that are separate from the phylogeny-based variant name to
indicate developmental and other properties of variants that may be independent of structure.Histones, the basic proteins that wrap DNA into nucleo-
somes in eukaryotes, are commonly encoded by multi-
gene families. Histones fall into five protein families, the
core histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, and the linker his-
tone family H1. A nucleosome core particle is made by
assembling two proteins from each of the core histone
families together with DNA. Linker DNA between core
particles may be bound by a member of the H1 family.
The individual paralogous (non-allelic) genes of a histone
family may encode identical proteins, or they may en-
code related but distinct protein isoforms, commonly re-
ferred to as “histone variants”. Though histone variants
have been known almost from the beginning of histone* Correspondence: steveh@fhcrc.org
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reproduction in any medium, provided the orresearch, we are still discovering the diversity of their
roles and functions. Histone variants play critical roles in
such diverse processes as transcription, chromosome
segregation, DNA repair and recombination, chromatin
remodeling, ADP-ribosylation, germline-specific DNA
packaging and activation, and even extra-nuclear acroso-
mal function. Some variants of H2A and H3 have well-
studied, specialized functions. Variants of H1 and H2B
are common, but much less is known of their functional
specialization. H4 variants are few.
The diversity of core histones has led to confusion in
naming since their discovery. The current names - H2A,
H2B, H3 and H4 - for the ‘canonical’ histones were
agreed upon at the Ciba Foundation Symposium in 1975
to simplify and standardize competing names for these
proteins based on different methods of extraction [1]. At
that time, the first core histone variants of H2A, H2BLtd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly cited.
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from the sea urchin Parechinus angulosus [3] and from
calf thymus [4,5], respectively. Since then, the numerous
variants that have been described from these four basic
protein families have been named in a variety of styles,
using various combinations of numbers, letters and
punctuation. The lack of systematized names can lead to
confusion of similar names and incorrect attributions of
orthology or common function. For instance, H2Bv from
Plasmodium can be confused with H2BV from
Trypanosoma, though the two variants are not closely
related. Conversely, the same variant can go by different
names in different organisms. A PubMed search for
H2A.Z or H2A.Z* gets 269 papers on this variant, but
misses 126 that use the names D2, H2Az, Htz1, H2A.F
or H2A.F/Z, hv1, H2Av or H2AvD.
At a time when genome sequencing has become rou-
tine, the discovery of new variants is common. Indeed,
lineage-specific expansions of paralogs confound simple
orthology and produce a wealth of unique variants that
may or may not warrant specific names to describe
them. For example, in humans and mice, there are over
10 different replication–coupled H2A variants and over
10 H2B variants [6], without any clear functional distinc-
tions among them. Faced with this challenge, attendees
at the EMBO Workshop on Histone Variants that took
place in October, 2011 in Strasbourg, France, found it
desirable to develop some consistent rules to apply when
naming variants, both to minimize confusion and to aid
searching.
Approach and rationale
Here, we begin by surveying the format and rationale of
existing histone nomenclature, extracting general usage
principles and noting some examples of potential con-
flicts arising from inconsistent use. We then propose a
phylogeny-based nomenclature that utilizes consistent
punctuation with letter and number suffixes and (rare)
prefixes to arrive at a cogent machine-searchable scheme
that is based on expectation of common structure and
function through orthology, but which is flexible enough
to accommodate new discoveries that will emerge from
genome sequencing projects in the coming years.
We limit our discussion to the naming of histone pro-
teins, and not the genes that encode them. Nomencla-
ture rules for genes differ among different organisms.
Some gene names may refer to the location and
organization of genes or gene clusters that are unique in
each species. Furthermore, multiple genes often encode
an identical histone variant (for example, the H3.3A and
H3.3B genes of Drosophila and humans, and the multiple
genes encoding H3.2 and H4 in most animals), leading
to ambiguity for a nomenclature basing protein names
on gene names or vice versa. We, therefore, leave thenaming of genes to the respective organismal research
communities, and accept that histones may have organ-
ism-specific protein names based on the genes that en-
code them, in addition to the names discussed here
based only on their amino acid sequence.
Format of existing nomenclature for the core
histones
The first core histone variants were denoted with suffixes
that included numbers or letters separated by punctu-
ation.
1. Numbers were first used to distinguish paralogs in
the same organism, without knowledge of whether
or not the proteins were functionally equivalent.
Numbers were assigned apparently arbitrarily after
chromatographic separation in the case of sea urchin
H2B paralogs [3] or according to their family and
their mobility in acetic acid/urea/triton X-100 (AUT)
gels in the case of mammalian H2a.1, H2a.2, H2b.1,
H2b.2. H3.1, H3.2, and H3.3 [7]. More recently, H3
paralogs H3.4 [8] and H3.5 [9] were added, with
numbers based on order of discovery rather than
electrophoretic mobility.
2. Soon after the introduction of number suffixes,
variants followed by letters were introduced to
indicate minor subtypes within the H2A family that
had previously been overlooked: H2A.X and H2A.Z
[10]. Other letter suffixes followed, with or without
punctuation: H3t [11]; H3(P) [12]; H2A.Bbd
(originally H2A-Bbd) [13,14]; H2BFWT [15]; H2Abd
[16]; H3.X, H3.Y [17]; and so on.
3. The letter V was employed in a variety of organisms
simply to indicate a difference from another
sequence in the same family: H2AvD or H2Av
(Drosophila) [18,19]; H2Bv (Plasmodium) [20];
H2BV, H3V and H4V (Trypanosoma) [21,22]. The
letter B was used similarly in H3B (Giardia) [23].
4. Both numbers and letters have been used together as
suffixes when recognized variants have paralogs:
H2AL1 and H2AL2 (mouse) [24]; H2A.Z-1 and
H2A.Z-2 (vertebrates) [25]; H2Abd1_c and
H2Abd2_a/b (rotifers) [16]; H3v1 to H3v10
(Stylonychia lemnae) [26,27]; H2Asq.1 to H2Asq.3
(Oikopleura dioica) [28].
5. Both numbers and letters have been used for splice
variants: macroH2A1.1 and macroH2A1.2
(vertebrates) [29]; H2A.Za to H2A.Zc (Oikopleura
dioica) [28].
Some histone variants have been designated with a prefix.
1. Prefixes have marked variants that are divergent in
sequence and developmentally restricted: TH2B [30]
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and so on. They have also designated variants that
are structurally and/or functionally distinct:
macroH2A or mH2A [35]; CenH3 [36].
2. Some variants have been assigned both a prefix and
a suffix: SubH2Bv [37], soH3-1 and soH3-2 [34], and
so on.
3. Specifying the histone variant of an individual
species has often been accomplished with a prefix:
HsH2B, OdH4, PfCenH3.
4. Often descriptors have preceded variant names, such
as for variants specific to certain developmental or
cell-cycle stages: for example, early H2A, cleavage
stage (CS) H2B [38], replication-coupled (RC) H3
and generative cell (GC) H3s [34].
Overlaid on top of these designations has been
imposed the Brno nomenclature for indicating modifica-
tions [39], which involves suffixes designating the kind
and position of the modified residue and the nature of
the modification, all without punctuation, for example,
H3S10ph; H3K27me3; H2A.Z2K4acK11ac.
It is evident from these examples that there has been little
consistency in the use of punctuation, capitalization, or pre-
fix versus suffix to designate histone variants. There has
been some consistency in the use of numbers for paralogs
that have not been functionally differentiated. Some names
that bear an uncomfortable resemblance to each other (for
example, H2A.Bbd and H2Abd, H2Bv and H2BV) have
been assigned to completely distinct variants.
Phylogeny and historical usage
Our goal is to make guidelines that would result in lo-
gical, simple, consistent, searchable and informative
names that preserve as much of the historical usage as
possible. Our approach to such guidelines begins by
favoring the use of information obtained from histone
phylogenies to guide the creation of a logical naming sys-
tem for these proteins or, at least, to be consistent with
such a naming system. Indeed, the reconstruction of
phylogenies has proven to be an excellent strategy in
predicting structural and functional features in histones.
This argument is illustrated with H2A.Z, where the
detailed biochemical analysis of vertebrate-specific H2A.
Z-1 and H2A.Z-2 fractions [40] was driven by previous
phylogenetic analyses that pointed to their functional dif-
ferentiation [25]. Therefore, a naming system based on
the phylogenetic relationships among histone members
within different families can help place variants in a
structural, functional and evolutionary framework.
Although histones have been classically considered as
archetypal examples of slow-evolving proteins, some his-
tone variants do evolve very quickly, particularly those
specifically associated with the germinal lineage (that is,H2A.Bbd, sub-acrosomal H2Bs, and so on). The pres-
ence of such heterogeneity in evolutionary rates mirrors
heterogeneous selective constraints in diverse functional
backgrounds, operating over the genetic diversity gener-
ated through birth-and-death during the long-term evo-
lution of histones [25,41]. Genome sequences already tell
us that there are many amplifications of variants that are
particular to specific lineages [6,28,38,42,43]. Conse-
quently, we recognize that the phylogeny and orthology
of histone variants are not always clear. In a family of
proteins encoded by multicopy genes, names will, there-
fore, commonly be used to specify a class of related
orthologs and paralogs rather than a specific protein se-
quence (for example, H2A.Z, not OdH2A.Zb), and flexi-
bility to accommodate phylogenetic uncertainty is
necessary.
We also recognize that changing the names of proteins
is inherently confusing and disruptive to literature
searches. While some name changes are necessary to
create a coherent system to guide the naming of new
variants, renaming should be minimized. In some cases,
compromises in naming conventions to accommodate
historical usage are preferable to complete logical
consistency. These considerations prevent a strictly
phylogenetic approach, but encourage a flexible ap-
proach that aims to incorporate phylogeny where
practical.
The guidelines we propose are described below and
summarized in Table 1.
Capitalization
From the point of view of effectively designating histone
variants, we see no reason to prefer upper or lower case, or
to differentiate between them. Most search engines do not
distinguish upper and lower case. However, there are two
reasons to prefer upper case as the default in naming var-
iants. First, some genetic nomenclature systems differentiate
proteins from genes by using uppercase for proteins. Sec-
ond, the Brno nomenclature for histone modifications spe-
cifies that the protein and its modified residue(s) are upper
case, while the modifications are lower case. The use of
uppercase in H2A, H2B, H3, H4 and their suffixes would
aid implementation of the Brno nomenclature without
affecting the ability to search.
Traditionally, some histone variant prefixes (for ex-
ample, macroH2A) have not been capitalized, while
others have been (for example, TH2B). The use of lower
case in prefixes seems unlikely to create confusion with
Brno modification nomenclature or gene names, and
makes the Ciba core histone family designation more
visually prominent. We, therefore, prefer the use of lower
case for prefixes (for example, macroH2A, subH2B,
cenH3). The use of lower case should not affect search-
ing for existing literature that uses uppercase prefixes.
Table 1 Summary of nomenclature guidelines
Naming feature Recommendation Examples
Core histone name Use in an inclusive sense for the protein family. Specify
subgroups with a descriptor, prefix, letter suffix, or
number suffix.
‘H2A can be ubiquitylated.’ ‘H3 can be methylated on
K4.’
Capitalization Upper and lower case are equivalent in meaning, but
upper case is preferred for designating core histones,
their suffixes, and modifiable amino acids. Use
lowercase for modifications and for prefixes.
H3.3K4me3, H2BK123ub1, cenH3
Descriptors Descriptors can be used before the core histone name
to specify a feature, group variants developmentally or
functionally, indicate the species of origin, or other
uses. There should be a space between the descriptor
and the core histone name. There is no requirement
that a descriptor specifies a clade.
RC H2A, early H4, testis-specific H3.4 or TS H3.4, Hs H2A.
X or human H2A.X, GC H2As, oocyte H1s
Prefixes These should be few in number and specify a
structurally distinct clade of a core histone that is
universal or characteristic of a high-level taxonomic
clade. Lower case is preferred for prefixes.
macroH2A, cenH3, subH2B
Letter suffixes These should be preceded by a period (.) and specify a
structurally distinct monophyletic clade of a histone
family (exception: H2A.X). A suffix may be applied
judiciously at any taxon level.
H2A.Z, H3.X, H2A.B
Number suffixes These should be preceded by a period (.) and specify a
particular variant of a core histone, without constraint
as to distinctiveness and without implication as to
phylogeny. Number suffixes should be assumed to be
species-specific, but it is convenient to name variants in
related species consistently where unique orthologies
are clear. A number suffix should be the default
designation of new variants.
H3.5, H2A.1, macroH2A.2, H1.0
Punctuation Use a period (.) after core histone names to indicate a
subtype (letter or number suffix). Use additional periods
as necessary to separate finer divisions of subtypes. A
period is equivalent to a branch point in a
phylogenetic tree.
H2A.Z.1, H2A.L.1
Splice variants Use a period (.) before a splice variant number. Treat
the same as paralog number suffixes, except that a
lowercase ‘s’ may precede the number to indicate that
the isoform is a splice variant.
macroH2A.1.2, H2A.Z.s3
Synonyms For names changed by this nomenclature, refer to both
old and new synonyms in the abstract of papers to
facilitate literature searches. Optional descriptors can
aid identification.
‘Avian H1.0, also known as H5’
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The majority of histone variants have been designated by
suffixes, and only a handful have used prefixes. Of these
prefixes, only macroH2A, cenH3, and TH2B have an ex-
tensive literature.
‘macroH2A’ or ‘mH2A’ describes a well-delimited clade
of proteins containing the ‘macro-domain’ (Figure 1),
which sets these proteins apart from other H2A variants
[35]. macroH2A is found in diverse animal phyla, includ-
ing such basal lineages as cnidarians and placozoans
[44], with subtypes and splice variants in vertebrates
[29]. It is likely to have been ancestrally present in ani-
mals, but has been lost in several lineages, including
Drosophila and Caenorhabditis.‘CenH3’ was proposed as a functional (rather than struc-
tural) class [36] because the monophyly of centromeric H3
proteins is uncertain [27,46,47], although monophyly
seems the most parsimonious hypothesis. Either way,
cenH3s form a distinct group with recognizable structural
features [47,48].
The variant SubH2Bv was described in bull sperm, and
potential orthologs with characteristic divergent histone
fold domains have been identified in mice (H2BL1) and
other mammals [24,37]. This apparently rapidly evolving
protein variant (Figure 2) is reportedly found in the suba-
crosome of primates, rodents, and marsupials as well as
bovids [37,49]. The use of the prefix ‘sub’ for this family
seems appropriate, since residence in the subacrosome
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Figure 1 Unrooted H2A phylogeny. H2A.Z is a monophyletic clade present in all eukaryotes, while macroH2A (mH2A) is restricted to animals
and H2A.B (H2A.Bbd) and H2A.L (H2AL) are confined to mammals. Paraphyletic or polyphyetic H2A.X and replication-coupled H2As have diverged
repeatedly. Alignments and trees constructed using default ClustalW parameters and displayed using Dendroscope [45].
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appears to be distributed throughout mammals. We rec-
ommend dropping the superfluous suffix ‘v’. Specific
recommendations for renaming variants are summarized
in Table 2.
From these examples, we suggest that prefixes be used
sparingly to designate structurally distinct families of
variants with wide distribution within a ‘high-level’ clade.
‘High-level’ may be taken to correspond to traditionalclasses, phyla, kingdoms or more inclusive clades. Of
existing variants not designated with prefixes, H2A.Z
would be an obvious candidate for prefix designation by
our criteria if it were not the prototypical example of
using letter suffixes for variants.
‘TH2B’ describes a mammalian testis-specific H2B,
which can dimerize with H2AL1/L2, and may form sub-
nucleosomal particles in condensed spermatids [24,30].
hTSH2B is the human ortholog of TH2B in rodents [31]
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fact that both are thought to interact with H2A.Z.
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Table 2 Specific name change suggestions for histones
Old name Organism(s) New unified name
H2A (with
SPKK motifs)
plants H2A.W
H2A.Bbd mammals H2A.B
H2Abd1, H2Abd2,
H2Abd
bdelloid rotifers (bdelloid) H2A.1 to
(bdelloid) H2A.3
H2AL mammals H2A.L
H2Av, H2AvD,
D2, hv1, Htz1p
Drosophila, Tetrahymena,
Saccharomyces
H2A.Z
SubH2Bv mammals subH2B
H2BL1 mammals subH2B
H2Bv apicomplexans H2B.Z
H2BV trypanosomes H2B.V
H2BFWT mammals H2B.W
TH2B,
hTSH2B
mammals (TS) H2B.1
H3(P) Moneuplotes H3.P
H3t mammals (TS) H3.4
H3v1 to
H3v10
Stylonychia H3.1 to H3.10
H3V trypanosomes H3.V
H3.X human H3.Y.2
H3.Y human H3.Y.1
H4V trypanosomes H4.V
H1° animals H1.0
H5 birds H1.0
H1δ echinoderms H1.0
H1t mammals (TS) H1.6
H1T2 mammals (TS) H1.7
H1oo mammals (OO) H1.8
Hils1 mammals (TS) H1.9
H1x vertebrates H1.10
B4 frogs (Amphibian) H1.4
Parentheses ( ) indicate an optional descriptor.
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TH2B is somewhat diverged from other vertebrate H2Bs,
it falls well within the clade of animal replication
–coupled H2Bs (Figure 2), and is primarily distinguished
by its testis-specific expression. It is the first H2B gene
encoded in the major mammalian histone gene cluster,
and is designated as ‘type 1’. We, therefore, suggest that
mammalian testis-specific H2B.1 (TS H2B.1) would be a
better designation for this variant, where ‘H2B.1’ is the
name and “mammalian testis-specific’ is a descriptive
phrase that helps alert readers to its properties.
Other existing prefixes include those used for the five H3
variants expressed in the generative cell (GC) of Lilium
[34]. Of these, gcH3 and leH3 have deletions in the histone
fold domain and are probably non-functional, although theymight have non-nucleosomal functions like SubH2Bv. gH3
makes a chromatin protein, but there is no evidence at
present that it is not a Lilium-specific variant (Figure 3A).
soH3-1 and soH3-2 are subtypes of H3.3. All five of these
variants should be designated by paralog numbers until
such time as they are demonstrated to represent widespread
subtypes.
Descriptors
The continued use of the descriptive phrase ‘GC H3 var-
iants’ for these Lilium H3s [34] and for similar variants in
Arabidopsis and other plants would be consistent with our
proposal. In this case, ‘GC’ is not a prefix, but is separated
by a space from the name, and acts as a descriptor to spe-
cify that the variants are found in generative cells. Such
descriptors may be applied to describe functional, stage-spe-
cific or other groupings of variants that do not necessarily
form phylogenetic clades. The (roughly) corresponding de-
scriptor for animals is testis-specific (TS). TS variants ap-
pear to be widespread, rapidly evolving and polyphyletic in
animals [9,28,38]. The same seems likely to be true of GC
variants in plants. We encourage the use of flexible,
detached descriptors rather than permanent prefixes or suf-
fixes to specify developmental stages or cell-type specific ex-
pression of histone variants, because subsequent work may
reveal a wider developmental deployment for a variant than
was initially discovered. We specifically encourage the use
of descriptors, such as TS, to specify testis-specific histones,
including TS H2B.1 in mammals and the non-orthologous
TS H2Bs found in other groups of animals [28,38].
Descriptors may also be used to designate the organ-
ism. As with other descriptors, a space should be main-
tained before the variant name to facilitate machine
searches and reduce possible confusion (Hs H2A.Z or
human H2A.Z, not HsH2A.Z). Under our scheme, the
three classes of bdelloid rotifer H2Abd, which all have
long but apparently unrelated tails, might be better
designated with a species or group descriptor and para-
log numbers (Adineta vaga H2A.1 to H2A.3 or bdelloid
H2A.1 to H2A.3) since it is presently unclear whether
these variants form a clade or are polyphyletic (Figure 1).
If it can be shown that they form a clade, then a com-
mon prefix or letter suffix would be appropriate.
While descriptors are intended to be flexible and un-
regulated, we suggest that a practical order for the use of
multiple descriptors might be (organism or group) (de-
velopmental stage and/or tissue) (other) before the Ciba
designation and any suffix. Descriptors are optional, but
are encouraged where they are informative, especially
upon first occurrence of a variant name in a manuscript.
Suffixes
Letter suffixes function essentially the same as prefixes
in designating structurally distinct variants, except that
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Figure 3 Unrooted H3 phylogeny. (A) cenH3s are not clearly separable from the divergent H3s of excavates and of plant generative cells. (B)
Replication-independent H3.3s and replication-coupled H3s have diverged repeatedly in different lineages.
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the use of single letter suffixes preceded by a period, as
in the prototypes H2A.X and H2A.Z. Thus H2A.W is
proposed for the plant-specific clade of H2As (Figure 1)
with putative minor-groove-binding motifs (SPKK) in
their tails that wrap more DNA than other H2As [50].
We further suggest H3.P for Moneuplotes H3(P), H2A.B
for mammalian H2A.Bbd, and H2B.W for mammalian
H2BFWT. The continued use of ‘H2A.Bbd’ would still
be searchable with ‘H2A.B*’, so in this case the traditional
name could still be used by those who prefer it, though
we suggest transitioning to ‘H2A.B’. ‘H2BFWT:’ has only
two PubMed hits [15,51], and NCBI already refers to this
family as ‘member W’ or ‘type W-T’, so we think it would
be minimally disruptive to change its designation to
‘H2B.W’. Although it may eventually be necessary to use
multiple-letter suffixes, we prefer to stick with single let-
ters until they become insufficient.
H3.X and H3.Y are part of a primate-specific clade that
is distinct from other H3s, but they are highly similar to
each other; so far, the H3.X gene has not been shown to
express protein [17]. We suggest designating these var-
iants H3.Y.1 and H3.Y.2 to better reflect their close rela-
tionship, and to save ‘H3.X’ for a verified protein with a
distinct structure. In general, in order to avoid running
out of unique letter suffixes, we suggest that the default
for designating new variants should be the assignment of
paralog numbers, with the assignment of letters judi-
ciously applied to variants with obviously unique
features. For example, the H2A.Y variant from Tetrahy-
mena clearly warrants a letter suffix because of its
unique leucine-rich-repeat domain and phosphatase
regulating activity [52]. In contrast, two human H2A.Bbd
variants differ by only a single amino acid of unknown
significance and should be distinguished through paralog
numbers: H2A.B.1 and H2A.B.2.
We advocate the continued use of paralog numbers pre-
ceded by a period to designate individual variants of one
family without implication as to their phylogenetic interre-
lationships or functions. Paralog numbers should be
assumed to be organism-specific unless otherwise indi-
cated. Thus H2A.1 of humans would not be assumed to be
the same as H2A.1 of Arabidopsis or of Oikopleura. How-
ever, the assignment of paralog numbers in one organism
should be consistent with paralog numbers in related
organisms if unique orthologies are clear. For example, ver-
tebrates have two macroH2A proteins, one designated
macroH2A1 or macroH2A.1 that is orthologous to the
macroH2A.1 originally described from rat liver [35], and
one designated macroH2A2 that is orthologous to the
macroH2A2 first described from humans [53]. There is no
need to assign paralog numbers sequentially if there is
some phylogenetic, mnemonic or other reason to prefer a
non-sequential number, such as correspondence to thenames of orthologs, pre-existing gene numbers, or to
names assigned by gene organization.
The (non-centromeric) H3 variants constitute a special
case because they are few in number and have the possi-
bility of a fairly complete phylogeny [27,54-57], and also
because of the historical usage of the human paralog
numbers H3.1, H3.2 and H3.3. Phylogenetic analysis has
inferred that both replication-coupled (RC) H3s and re-
placement or replication-independent (RI) H3s have
most likely arisen polyphyletically (Figure 3B). Current
usage often distinguishes between ‘H3’ for RC forms and
‘H3.3’ for replacement forms in a variety of organisms
[7,58-62]. In contrast, ascomycetes generally have only a
single form which is H3.3-like but is usually referred to
simply as ‘H3’ [63]. Unqualified ‘H3’ is also used in an
inclusive sense for all H3 variants in the many contexts
in which the variants cannot be distinguished. We en-
courage the use of this inclusive meaning for ‘H3’ (with-
out descriptors), which would, therefore, continue to
apply to ascomycetes, and the use of an organism-appro-
priate paralog name (H3.1, H3.2, and so on.) or descrip-
tors such as ‘RC’ to indicate replication-coupled H3
variants. H3.1 is a more recent mammal-specific diver-
gence from H3.2, which is the RC H3 variant found
throughout animals [27].
Following the usage in animals, ‘H3.3’ has been applied
in plants [42,58] and alveolates [57,60,61] to indicate RI
variants. Given the likelihood of independent diver-
gences, these variants are neither more nor less ortholo-
gous to animal H3.3 than their RC counterparts, but it
would be highly inconvenient to alter this practice. This
highlights a useful feature of paralog numbers: since
paralog numbers are not intended to imply unique corre-
sponding orthology across organismal groups, the use of
‘H3.3’ in multiple kingdoms does not misrepresent
orthology, but functions as a well-established way of in-
dicating RI variants in a variety of organisms that is
shorter than using a descriptor, such as ‘replacement’ or
‘RI’ H3. RI and RC variants within an organism typically
differ in residue 31 (and whether it can be phosphory-
lated) as well as residues 86 and 89, as shown in Table 3,
but distinguishing residues vary in different organisms
and caution is advised in designating ‘H3.3’ in less well-
studied eukaryotic kingdoms.
Punctuation
Punctuation and no punctuation are both currently used
when appending sub-designations to basic histone fam-
ilies. Punctuation is convenient for separating numeric
paralog designations from the alphanumeric Ciba names
of the histone families (for example, H3.3, not H33). Peri-
ods, dashes, and parentheses have been used without any
distinction in meaning, but the period is the most com-
mon form of punctuation in histone variant names, and is
Table 3 Sequence variation in ‘H3.3’ and ‘H2A.X’ variants
Kingdom Organism Histone Variant Residue 31 - Residues (85)86-89
Animals Homo H3.3 S AAIG
Homo H3.2 A SAVM
Fungi Saccharomyces H3 S SAIG
Plants Arabidopsis H3.3 T HAVL
Arabidopsis H3.1 A SAVA
Rhodophytes Porphyra H3.3? S- TAVL
Porphyra H3.1? VG SAVL
Alveolates Tetrahymena H3.3 VS QAIL
Tetrahymena H3.1 AT SAVL
Heterokonts Thalassiosira H3.3? TA STAVL
Thalassiosira H3.1? AT GSAVL
Amoebozoa Dictyostelium H3.3? STQP AAIQ
Dictyostelium H3.1? VNEV AAIE
Excavates Euglena H3 A NAIL
Residues 109-
Animals Homo H2A.X PNIQAVLLPKKSATVGPKAPSGGKKATQASQEY
Homo H2A.2.2 PNIQAVLLPKKTSHKPGKNK
Fungi Saccharomyces H2A.X PNIHQNLLPKKSAKATKASQEL
Plants Arabidopsis H2A.X.3 PNIHQTLLPSKVGKNKGDIGSASQEF
Arabidopsis H2A.1 PNIHNLLLPKKAGASKPQED
Rhodophytes Griffithsia H2A.X PNIHQVLMPRKKTKGDASQEV
Cyanidioschyzon H2A PNIHAVLLPKKKAKGE
Alveolates Tetrahymena H2A.X PNINPMLLPSKSKKTESRGGASQDL
Tetrahymena H2A.1 PNINPMLLPSKTKKSTEPEH
Heterokonts Phaeodactylum H2A.X PNIHAILLPKKTIKTKGPSQDY
Phaeodactylum H2A.3 PNIHAILLPKKSGPTK
Amoebozoa Dictyostelium H2A.X? PTPQQSTGEKKKKPSKKAAEGSSQIY
Dictyostelium H2A PTPQSNTEGKKKKATSKKS
Excavates Giardia H2A.X RSAKEGREGKGSHRSQDL
Trypanosoma H2A PSLNKALAKKQKSGKHAKATPSV
RI ‘H3.3’ variants and ‘H2A.X’ variants are paraphyletic or polyphyletic, but have recognizable sequence features. Upper panel: Divergence between RI and RC H3
variants usually involves differences at residue 31 and residues 86 to 89. Lower panel: ‘H2A.X’ variants are distinguished from related H2A variants by bearing a
consensus SQ(E/D)Φ phosphorylation motif at the C-terminus. Residue numbers refer to the human H3.3 and H2A.X protein sequences, and to orthologous
positions in other variants.
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iants in PubMed. In addition, the use of other special char-
acters, such as parentheses, dashes, slashes, superscripts
and subscripts, and so on, can complicate searches. We
suggest the use of a period to separate each appended sub-
designation (except unpunctuated modification designa-
tions, in keeping with the Brno nomenclature).
In both letter and number suffixes, the period functions
essentially to designate a branchpoint in a phylogenetic tree:
H2A.Z, H2A.Y and H2A.1 represent different branches ofthe H2A family. The use of the original name ‘macroH2A.1’
for vertebrate macroH2A1 [35] would extend this principle
to the vertebrate branches of the macroH2A family, if the
corresponding form ‘macroH2A.2’ were used for the ori-
ginal form ‘macroH2A2’ [53].
This logic of designating branchpoints with a period
can be extended to subsequent branchpoints as needed.
Thus, vertebrate H2A.Z-1 and H2A.Z-2 can be repre-
sented as H2A.Z.1 and H2A.Z.2, indicating the two
branches of the H2A.Z subfamily. Similarly, mouse
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H2A.L.2, and Oikopleura H2Asq.1 to H2Asq.3 can be
H2A.Q.1 to H2A.Q.3 or similar designation.
Although paralog number suffixes are not generally
intended to mark clades, in some cases variants that are
not distinctive enough to warrant a letter suffix, never-
theless fall into recognizable clades with subtypes that
can be described using a period and additional suffix.
For example, human H2A.1 and H2A.2, as originally
defined electrophoretically, actually represent two sub-
families of H2A variants that differ by whether they have
leucine or methionine at position 51. By designating the
individual variants in these subfamilies using an add-
itional branchpoint (for example, H2A.1.6 or H2A.2.3),
individual variants can be uniquely designated while
retaining H2A.1 and H2A.2 for the original subfamilies
as defined electrophoretically.
The same logic could be applied to any case when an
organism has multiple similar variants that group into
subfamilies, but in some cases such phylogenetic detail
may be more distracting than informative. Mammalian
H3.1 is clearly derived from animal H3.2, but there
seems little advantage in designating mammalian H3.1
and H3.2 as ‘H3.2.1’ and ‘H3.2.2’, although both pairs of
designations would be allowable under our nomenclature
guidelines. Similarly, where there is more than one H3.3-
like variant in an organism, as is the case for Caenorhab-
ditis and many plants [64], it will usually be simplest to
assign different paralog numbers to the individual var-
iants, presumably with ‘H3.3’ assigned to the most abun-
dant or appropriate such variant. For example, in
Arabidopsis, the germline-specific RI variant known as
HTR10 (a gene-derived name) or AtMGH3 (a prefix of
the type we discourage here) [42,65] might be designated
‘H3.10’ to distinguish it from the ubiquitous RI variant
‘H3.3’, while avoiding the equally correct but more cum-
bersome designation ‘H3.3.10’. In general, we believe that
multiple numeric suffixes can become confusing and that
shorter names are preferable, unless there is a compel-
ling reason to provide a name that incorporates detailed
phylogeny. In names, as in phylogenetic trees, clarity is
usually more important than representing every known
branchpoint.
We see no reason to treat splice variants differently
than paralogs, so the same branchpoint logic can be use-
fully applied to splice variants: macroH2A1.1 and
macroH2A1.2 can be designated as macroH2A.1.1 and
macroH2A.1.2, while Oikopleura H2A.Za to H2A.Zc [28]
would become H2A.Z.1 to H2A.Z.3. While the latter
might lead to confusion with vertebrate H2A.Z.1 and
H2A.Z.2, this ambiguity is inherent in the use of organ-
ism-specific paralog numbers, which seems unavoidable
given the ubiquity of lineage-specific expansions of var-
iants. When it is desirable to distinguish splice variantsfrom paralogs for clarity, we suggest allowing the use of
the lowercase letter ‘s’ (for ‘splice variant’) before the
splice variant number, for example macroH2A.1.s1 or
H2A.Z.s2.
The imposition of this formal punctuation is intended
to apply to written designations, not to impose a stilted
formality to speech. In common usage, (.) is pronounced
“point” before numbers (for example, “ π= 3.14” or “ his-
tone H3.3”) and “dot” before letters (for example, “NIH.
gov”). The “dot” is often dropped in pronouncing var-
iants like H2A.Z or H2A.X. We have no intention of
interfering with these or other patterns of natural speech.
We only seek consistent punctuation in written names
to achieve uniform spelling rules that aid searching and
express phylogenetic relationships.
Synonyms and homographs
The use of alternative names for the same or the ortho-
logous variant should be discouraged, except to list syno-
nyms. Thus, we favor using H2A.Z in preference to
Saccharomyces Htz1p, Tetrahymena hv1, or Drosophila
H2Av/H2AvD/D2. H2Av has a convergent phosphoryl-
ation motif that allows this protein to function similarly
to H2A.X. This does not alter the fact that this protein is
a legitimate H2A.Z, but it suggests that the alternative
name H2A.Z.X might be useful for discussing this pro-
tein in contexts that concern its phosphorylation. The
phosphorylated state can either be denoted according to
the Brno nomenclature (H2A.ZS138ph) or as γH2A.Z.X,
in parallel with the usual γH2A.X.
The cases of CENP-A [66], Cse4p [67] and some other
centromeric H3s are somewhat exceptional in that these
names are earlier and have priority over cenH3, and are
well-established in animal and yeast literature. The
established use of multiple names was part of the ration-
ale for creating a functional category to apply to all
centromeric H3s regardless of monophyly. PubMed
treats CENP-A and cenH3 as synonyms, and Cse4p is
well-known to centromere researchers, so the (im)prac-
tical consequences of synonymy are largely ameliorated.
Nevertheless we encourage the use of cenH3, especially
when the context is chromatin or histones, and in organ-
isms in which orthology to animal CENP-A or fungal
Cse4 is uncertain.
H3t has now been applied to both humans and uro-
chordates, but the proteins are not orthologous [28]. We
recommend using the descriptor TS before these: TS
H3.4 (the original name of human H3t) [8] in humans
and TS H3.4.1 to H3.4.3 in urochordates (no orthology
with human H3.4 implied) [28]. H2Bv (or H2BV) has
been used in Plasmodium, Toxoplasma and Trypano-
soma [20-22]. In Plasmodium and Toxoplasma, the two
H2Bvs are apparent orthologs, but this is unlikely to be
the case for the Trypanosoma variant (Figure 2). Priority
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also has H3V and H4V [22]. We suggest these be re-
formatted to H2B.V, H3.V, and H4.V (Figure 4). In Toxo-
plasma, H2Bv is associated with H2A.Z [68] (whichArabidopsis_H4
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that the ‘v’ in these names be replaced with a period
(H3.1 to H3.10), in keeping with other paralog number
designations.
Additional considerations
As with ‘H3’, we encourage the use of ‘H2A’ and ‘H2B’ in
the inclusive sense, and the use of a descriptor, such as ‘RC’,
to specify replication-coupled forms. ‘H2A.X’ has tradition-
ally been used to designate the subset of H2A variants that
bear a terminal SQ(E/D)Φ phosphorylation motif, often
used in contrast to unqualified “H2A”, as shown in Table 3.
Phylogenetic analysis indicates that SQ(E/D)Φ−bearing var-
iants have diverged repeatedly from variants lacking this
motif [47]. This makes the designation of SQ(E/
D)Φ−bearing variants as ‘H2A.X’ either paraphyletic or
polyphyletic, depending on whether the motif is ancestral
or not. Despite our desire to use letter suffixes for mono-
phyletic clades, we see no easy solution to this other than to
continue with historical usage. The situation is analogous to
that with H3.3, except that we allow number suffixes to be
organism-specific without phylogenetic implication.
H2A.Bbd [13] (or as we would prefer, H2A.B) is a
growing subfamily of histones that appears to be related
to the H2AL (or H2A.L) subfamily [24]. Both families
are involved in mammalian spermiogenesis [24,69,70],
and are rapidly evolving, with lineage specific expansions
(Figure 1). Both have shortened docking domains and
wrap less DNA than other H2As [14,71]. H2A.L forms
subnucleosomal particles with TH2B (TS H2B.1) [24].
When these two H2A subfamilies are better understood,
there may be a logical method of combining them with a
prefix for short wrapping (or another characteristic);
however, they represent distinct clades, and both are
widely distributed in mammals, so we conservatively rec-
ommend treating them as distinct variants at the
present.
In general, many new variants are likely to be testis-
specific or pollen-specific, and we urge caution and con-
servatism in assigning them new names. Indications are
that these variants are common, polyphyletic, rapidly
evolving and may have unusual properties. Orthologies
and paralogies may be difficult to disentangle. We rec-
ommend naming variants initially with paralog numbers
and then renaming them when their properties and rela-
tionships are better understood. We encourage the use
of descriptors (for example, TS) rather than prefixes and
letter suffixes when only tissue- or cell-specific expres-
sion patterns distinguish these variants from other simi-
lar variants.
Nomenclature for histone H1
Histone H1 differs dramatically from the core histones.
It has an entirely separate origin, probably from bacterialproteins rather than from archaeal histones [72]. Rather
than a histone fold, H1s typically have a short basic
amino-terminal domain, a globular winged-helix domain
and a lysine-rich carboxy-terminal domain often charac-
terized by a proline-kinked alanine-lysine helix. H1s are
less conserved than other histones. In some unicellular
eukaryotes, such as Euglenozoa and Alveolata, H1s lack
the winged-helix domain.
Most studies of H1 have taken place in animals. The
discovery of H1 variants in calf thymus preceded the dis-
covery of core histone variants by several years [73,74],
and 11 variants have now been identified in humans
[75,76]. As with core histones, a variety of naming styles
have been applied to H1s in different organisms, includ-
ing paralog numbers, letter suffixes, and combination let-
ter and number suffixes. An early and widely-used
nomenclature used lower case letters to designate para-
logs in the order of elution from a Bio-Rex 70 column
[77], and was subsequently adopted for variants sepa-
rated on 2-D gels [78,79]. Confusion over some 12 differ-
ent nomenclatures led to a previous attempt to create a
system in which variant designations were applied uni-
formly to orthologs across mammalian species [80].
The cloning of human H1 genes introduced a nomen-
clature that more closely resembles core histone names
in the use of a period before a paralog number [81-83],
and that is now commonly used for human variants.
Human H1s are often subdivided by the use of descrip-
tors into somatic H1s and germ cell H1s. The somatic
H1s include H1.1 to H1.5, H1x, and H1° or H1.0. Germ
cell H1s have been designated H1t, H1T2, Hils1 (all
testis-specific) and H1oo (oocyte-specific). H1s in other
less well-characterized organisms are designated with
paralog numbers, lower case letters, or even Greek let-
ters. Can the phylogenetic approach and conventions
proposed here for the core histones be of help for stand-
ardizing H1 nomenclature?
Constructing a phylogeny of H1s yields a ‘star’ pattern
with long branches converging on a center that has low
resolution of branching (Figure 5). The short branches in
the center are unstable with respect to the choice of the
substitution matrix used to construct the tree. Several
animal-specific lineages appear to be as distantly related
to each other as they are to lineages in other eukaryotes.
While the underrepresentation of most eukaryotic
groups contributes to the poorly resolved branching, the
larger factor is likely to be the relatively faster rate of
evolution for H1s, especially germ cell H1s, over core
histones, leaving distant homologs too diverged to con-
struct an informative tree. The sheer number of H1 var-
iants places constraints on naming them, because with
11 variants just in humans, it is easy to foresee running
out of single letters to use as suffixes. Thus the default
for discovering new H1s should be to assign them
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Figure 5 Unrooted H1 phylogeny. H1.0 (H1°) is an animal-specific clade, including avian H5. H1.10 (H1x) is found in vertebrates.
Mammal-specific clades include H1.7 (H1T2) and H1.9 (Hils1). H1.8 (H1oo) and H1.6 (H1t) are also monophyletic in mammals, but other TS H1s and
oocyte H1s are not clearly members of the same clades.
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ogies that would support a letter suffix are unlikely to be
verifiable.
Mammals present some exceptions to this lack of de-
tectable orthology. The human H1 variants H1.1 to H1.5
form a clade, and the individual variants have orthologs
in other mammalian species, which can be clearly identi-
fied by their gene organization as well as their sequence
[6]. However, these orthologs in different species have
not always used the same nomenclature (for example,
human H1.4 vs. mouse H1e), nor been assigned the same
paralog numbers (for example, bovine H1.1 is notorthologous to human H1.1). The consistent use of the
same paralog numbers for orthologs in different mam-
mals has been the goal of a unified nomenclature for
over 15 years, and should be adopted. The designations
based on cloned human genes use the same format as
the core histones, and their adoption for orthologs in
other mammals offers the possibility of a unifying no-
menclature for all histones.
H1° is widespread in animals [84-88], and already has
an alternate name, H1.0, that conforms to our proposed
nomenclature. H5 from chicken erythrocytes was known
at its discovery to be an equivalent of H1 [89,90], and
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[84,90,91]. Despite over 35 years of literature using ‘H5’,
we find this name to be actively misinformative, since
H5 does not form a separate high-level structural class
of histones, and we recommend that it be replaced with
‘H1.0’, mentioning H5 as a synonym. A descriptor such
as ‘avian erythrocyte’ can be added where necessary. The
same nomenclature should also be applied in the case of
H1.0 orthologs identified in other non-vertebrate
metazoans, including the histone H1@ from sea urchin
[92] as well as RI H1 histones from bivalve molluscs [86-
88]. Molecular phylogenetic analyses have revealed that
these variants share a common monophyletic origin that
can be traced back before the differentiation between
protostomes and deuterostomes, very early in metazoan
evolution.
H1x is found throughout vertebrates, but clear ortho-
logs of the human germ cell variants H1t, H1T2, Hils1
and H1oo are restricted to mammals. Considering the
possibility that every non-mammalian genome sequenced
will introduce a similar number of H1s, we recommend
assigning all of the H1 variants paralog numbers and
doing away with letter suffixes for H1s. Table 4 lists the
suggested designations for human H1s and their mam-
malian orthologs. The use of descriptors (for example, TS
and OO) with the germ cell variants and listing of syno-
nyms can help to ease the transition to the new nomencla-
ture. H1x is designated by H1.10, which is intended as a
convenient mnemonic for those familiar with Roman
numerals. H1oo has been previously claimed to beTable 4 Unified nomenclature and synonyms for mammalian
Histone Gene Cluster 1
Human Other Mamma
Gene symbol Albig and
Doenecke
[83]
Ohe and
Iwai
[93]
mouse gene
symbol
HIST1H1A H1.1 Hist1h1a
HIST1H1B H1.5 H1a Hist1h1b
HIST1H1C H1.2 H1d Hist1h1c
HIST1H1D H1.3 H1c Hist1h1d
HIST1H1E H1.4 H1b Hist1h1e
HIST1H1T H1t Hist1h1t
Orphan Genes
Human
gene symbol alias full name
H1F0 H1.0, H1° H1 histone family, member 0
H1FNT H1T2 H1 histone family, member N, testis-speci
H1FOO H1oo H1 histone family, member O, oocyte-spe
HILS1 Histone H1-like protein in spermatids 1
H1FX H1x H1 histone family, member Xspecifically related to amphibian B4/H1M and cleavage
stage H1 of sea urchins [95], but their orthology appears
uncertain (Figure 5). Thus, we conservatively suggest that
B4 become H1.4 of Xenopus (no implied orthology to
mammalian H1.4) rather than assuming orthology to
H1oo. The use of descriptors ‘oocyte’ or ‘OO’, ‘maternal’,
‘embryonic’, ‘cleavage stage’ or other can be used to speak
collectively of functionally similar histones in diverse ani-
mals without implying orthology.
Conclusions
We describe here a unified nomenclature for histones
that is readily machine-searchable and uses a single stan-
dardized form of punctuation to delimit variants. This
nomenclature encourages the use of the histone names
H1, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 to represent histone families,
and the specification of particular variants within those
families by the use of suffixes and a few prefixes. The
variant designations incorporate phylogenetic informa-
tion by attempting to restrict the use of prefixes and let-
ter suffixes to represent monophyletic clades, with the
exception of H2A.X and possibly cenH3, which designa-
tions are defined by established usage for highly con-
served and clearly demarcated functions. For simplicity,
we encourage the use of single letter suffixes, and recom-
mend capitalization to be consistent with the Brno no-
menclature for modifications.
This nomenclature system allows flexibility and agnos-
ticism with regard to phylogeny of variants through the
long-established use of paralog number suffixes toH1 variants
ls
Parsegian and
Hamkalo [94]
Seyedin and
Kistler, Lennox
and Cohen [77,78]
New unified
H1a H1a H1.1
H1s-3 H1b H1.5
H1s-1 H1c H1.2
H1s-2 H1d H1.3
H1s-4 H1e H1.4
H1t (TS) H1.6
Mouse New unified
gene symbol alias
H1f0 H1(0) H1.0
fic H1fnt H1t2 (TS) H1.7
cific H1foo H1oo (OO) H1.8
Hils1 TISP64 (TS) H1.9
H1fx H1X H1.10
Table 5 Application of nomenclature to Arabidopsis
(Continued)
At5g65350 HTR11 H3.11 none
At5g12910 HTR15 H3.15 "
At1g75610 HTR7 H3.7 "
H4 Gene Protein Former name
At3g46320 HF01 H4 H4
At5g59690 HF02 " "
At2g28740 HF03 " "
At1g07820 HF04 " "
At3g53730 HF05 " "
At5g59970 HF06 " "
At3g45930 HF07 " "
At1g07660 HF08 " "
In Arabidopsis, each H1, H2A and H2B variant has a unique sequence encoded by
a unique gene. Multiple genes encode H4 and some H3 variants. H2A and H2B
variants can be grouped into clades of more closely related variants. For H2A,
these have distinct structures and properties that are marked by letter suffixes:
H2A.W, H2A.X and H2A.Z. Individual variants within these clades are indicated by
the addition of a paralog number. For H2B, any differences in properties between
clades are not yet understood, and only paralog numbers are used to specify
variants: H2B.1 to H2B.11. As a matter of mnemonic convenience, paralog
numbers are chosen to match pre-existing gene numbers in ChromDB [64],
except for those variants (H3.1, H3.3 and H4) encoded by more than one gene.
Table 5 Application of nomenclature to Arabidopsis
H1 Gene Protein Former name
At1g06760 HON1 H1.1 H1
At2g30620 HON2 H1.2 "
At2g18050 HON3 H1.3 "
H2A Gene Protein Former name
At5g54640 HTA1 H2A.1 Canonical H2A
At4g27230 HTA2 H2A.2 "
At1g51060 HTA10 H2A.10 "
At3g20670 HTA13 H2A.13 "
At1g54690 HTA3 H2A.X.3 H2A.X
At1g08880 HTA5 H2A.X.5 "
At5g59870 HTA6 H2A.W.6 SPKK-bearing H2As
At5g27670 HTA7 H2A.W.7 "
At5g02560 HTA12 H2A.W.12 "
At2g38810 HTA8 H2A.Z.8 H2A.Z
At1g52740 HTA9 H2A.Z.9 "
At3g54560 HTA11 H2A.Z.11 "
At4g13570 HTA4 H2A.Z.4 none
H2B Gene Protein Former name
At1g07790 HTB1 H2B.1 H2B
At5g22880 HTB2 H2B.2 "
At2g28720 HTB3 H2B.3 "
At5g59910 HTB4 H2B.4 "
At2g37470 HTB5 H2B.5 "
At3g53650 HTB6 H2B.6 "
At3g09480 HTB7 H2B.7 "
At1g08170 HTB8 H2B.8 "
At3g45980 HTB9 H2B.9 "
At5g02570 HTB10 H2B.10 "
At3g46030 HTB11 H2B.11 "
H3 Gene Protein Former name
At5g65360 HTR1 H3.1 H3.1
At1g09200 HTR2 " "
At3g27360 HTR3 " "
At5g10400 HTR9 " "
At5g10390 HTR13 " "
At4g40030 HTR4 H3.3 H3.3
At4g40040 HTR5 " "
At5g10980 HTR8 " "
At1g13370 HTR6 H3.6 none
At1g19890 HTR10 H3.10 MGH3/HTR10
At1g75600 HTR14 H3.14 none
At1g01370 HTR12 cenH3 CENH3/CENP-A/HTR12
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cific basis without implying phylogenetic relationships.
Where orthologies are clear between related numbered
variants, as in mammalian H1s, we encourage the adop-
tion of paralog numbers that are consistent with known
orthologs in related organisms, though paralog numbers
should not be assumed to be orthologous between spe-
cies without specific knowledge. The assignment of para-
log numbers within an organism need not be sequential
if a mnemonic or other purpose is served by choosing
otherwise, for example, to bring gene and protein num-
bers into conformity. Consistent with current usage, we
suggest reserving the designation H3.3 for the major rep-
lication-independent or replacement H3 in a particular
organism. The system is adaptable to include informa-
tion on multiple steps of phylogenetic divergence
through treating each period (.) as a phylogenetic
branchpoint, as in vertebrate H2A.Z.1 and H2A.Z.2.
Splice variants should be treated like other paralogs, but
can optionally be indicated by the addition of ‘s’ before a
paralog number where desirable for clarity, as in
macroH2A.1.s1 and macroH2A.1.s2.
Our system has attempted to accommodate historical
usage where it does not conflict with the underlying
principles and, in a few cases, where it does conflict.
Where existing names are changed by our guidelines, we
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http://www.epigeneticsandchromatin.com/content/5/1/7strongly recommend that authors include both the old
and new names in the abstract of their reports to facili-
tate literature searches. We encourage the use of descrip-
tors for specifying species, functional properties and
tissue- or stage-specific expression. Such descriptors are
intentionally not standardized to assure flexibility,
though some descriptors, such as testis-specific (TS),
may become commonly used. We recommend that each
new histone variant by default be assigned a paralog
number, with a letter suffix assigned only if helpful to
call out distinctive families of variants as phylogeny and
protein properties become clear. The use of new prefixes
should meet an even higher standard of need and signifi-
cance. An example of how to apply these guidelines to a
particular organism is given in Table 5 for Arabidopsis.
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